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Emission spectra in the 190-600 nm region produced by electron impact on BC13 have been

studied up to 1 10 eV. Emission cross sections of the B(2s2p2 2D-2p 2p-) and B(3s 2S-2p 2p-)

lines and the BCl(^ 'II-Xl∑ ) band are evaluated to be4.9 ± 1.0, 4.5 ± 0.7, and

( 1.9 ± 0.3) × 10‾　cm , respectively, at 100 eV. Formation cross sections of these species

have been determined from the analysis of their fluorescence decaying curves. Two continuous

emissions observed in the 230-380 and 400-580 nm regions are attributed to the BClf band.

The fluorescence lifetime ofBClf in the 300-342 nm region is obtained to be 1.65 + 0.2 /us,

which is nearly independent of the wavelength.

I. INTRODUCTION

Boron trichloride (BC13 ) is commonly used for the de-

position ofboron atom and for the plasma etching of alumi-

num and aluminum oxide in microelectronics fabrication.

Dissociation processes of BC13 are of interest for diagnostics

of reactive plasma systems including this molecule. The

BCl(A Iu-x Xl + ) emission produced from BC13 has been

relatively well studied, thus spectroscopic information of

BCl detected by laser-induced fluorescence・(LIF) has

been used to probe the characteristics ofBC13 radio-frequen-

cy discharges.6,7

Dessaux, Goudmand, and Pannetier observed ultra-

violet chemiluminescences from the chemical reaction of

H + BCI3 and assigned two BClf emissions. Later, Suto et

ah measured the absorption and fluorescence cross sections

of BC13 in the vacuum ultraviolet and determined the flu-

orescence lifetime in the 460-660 nm region and the quench-

ing rate constant of BCIJ.

In the electron impact of BC13 , HesserlO observed the

intense BCl(A-X) emission near 272 nm, as well as a weak

emission extending from 190 to 320 nm, and determined the

fluorescence lifetime of the BCl (A ) state. In order to investi-

gate primary processes in BC13 discharges, it is necessary to

measure the emission cross section ( ECS ) of fragments pro-

duced by electron impact. The ECS of the BCl(A-X) transi-

tion produced by electron impact on BC13 was measured up

to 50 eV. However, there has been only little information

about the formation cross section (FCS) of fragments pro-

duced by electron impact on BC13 ; the FCS means the cross

section for direct formation of the product state. The optical

emission from a fragment is generally induced not only by

direct excitation to the emitting state but also by cascading

from higher excited states. In this circumstance, the ECS is

not necessarily always equal to the FCS of the upper state for

the corresponding emission.

This paper describes the measurement of ECSs and flu-

orescence lifetimes of the B(2s2p22D-2p2p-) and

B(3s2S-2p 2p-) linesandtheBCl(A III-Xl∑ ) bandpro-

duced by electron impact on BC13 under the single-collision

condition. Furthermore, the FCSs of radiative states con-

cernmg these emissions have been evaluated with the aid of

the results in fluorescence decaying curves and fluorescence

onsets. Broad emissions have also been observed in the 230-

380 and 400-580 nm regions. Although very little is known

about the spectroscopic data, the emitters for these bands

have been attributed to BCIJ. The potential energies for

these emitting states of BC12 are estimated from their flu-

orescence onsets.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Apparatus

Emission cross sections ( ECSs ) have been measured by

a combination of an effusive molecular beam and an electron

beam m conjunction with a monochromator-photbmulti-

pher detection system. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the

apparatus, which consists ofa collision chamber and an elec-

tron-beam source. Two chambers were evaculated differen-

tially by each oil diffusion pump of 5∝〉 1/s with a water ba且e

and a liquid-nitrogen trap. Target gases flowed out vertically

to the collision chamber forming the e瓜isive molecular

beam through a multicapillary array (MCA) of5 mm diam;

the internal diameter and length ofa capillary were 0. 1 3 and

5 mm, respectively. The gas pressure at the upper stream of

the MCA, where the flow is su瓜ciently viscous, was mea-

sured with an MKS Baratron ( model 270C ). When nitrogen

gas was introduced into the collision chamber, the ambient

pressure of the chamber measured by an ionization vacuum

gauge was kept under 1.2 mPa and the electron-beam source

was evacuated to 0.55 mPa. The molecular beam crossed the

electron beam perpendicularly about 7 mm downstream

from the MCA. The samples ofBC13 (99.9999%) and N2

(99.9995% ) obtained from Nippon Sanso were used with-

out further purification.

The electron,beam was produced by a gun equipped

with a thoria-coated tungsten filament. The negative poten-

tial from 0 to 1 10 eV was applied to the filament. The accel-

erated electrons were focused by an einzel lens onto the mo-

lecular beam and a coaxial magnetic field of about 50 G was

used for additional collimation. The energy spread of the

electron beam was estimated to be 1 eV [full width at half

maximum (FWHM) ] and the electron-beam current mea-

sured by a deep Faraday cup varied from 10 to 70/jA. The
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the apparatus: electron gun (EG), Faraday
cup (FC), multicapillary array (MCA), quartz lens (L), and MKS Bara-
tron(P).

emitted photons were observed in a direction perpendicular

to both the electron beam and the molecular beam.

Experimental procedures for the lifetime and ECS mea-

surements will be discussed in the following sections.

B. Lifetime measurements

When target molecules are excited by collisions with

pulsed electrons, they can cause several decay processes,

some of which lead to dissociation to radiative fragments.

The experimental setup for measurements of the且uores-

cence lifetime has been described elsewhere. 12 In brief, the

electron beam was chopped with a repetition frequency of

125 or 250 kHz (a pulse width of 100 ns) and the decay

curve was obtained by a delayed coincidence method with a

combination of a time-to-amplitude converter and a multi-

channel analyzer. The cuto建of the electron beam was tested

by measuring the lifetime of 1.72 ns for the 3p( lpo ) state of

helium.13 The time profile of the HeOp lp｡-2s '｣) line was

nearly exponential and the cuto建time was estimated to be

less than 13 ns.

In general, the measurement of the fragments with long

lifetimes (>1 /us) by using a monochromator is difficult

since the emitters can escape from the viewing region in the

collision chamber before且uorescence decay. In the present

experiment, the entrance slit of the monochromator was ar-

ranged perpendicular to the electron beam. In this case the

radiative fragments flying parallel to the slit height are most

serious on the assumption that the fragments are distributed

cylindrically with respect to the electron beam. In order to

estimate this escaping effect, the decay curves were mea-

sured with a slit height of 5-10 mm. The obtained lifetimes

did not depend on the slit height. Therefore, the escaping

effect of the fragments from the viewing region is negligible.

Time-dependent profiles of the delayed coincidence

curve for fragments from BC13 were apparently nonexpon-

ential. Therefore, the decay curves were analyzed by a non-

linear least-square-fitting procedure as a superposition of

three decaying components. After the cutoff of excitation

U> 0), the dependence of the photon count rate R(A,t) at

the wavelength A is assumed to be represented by the follow-

mg fitting function:

3

Rtf,t)-CoU) + ∑ CkU)exp[ -t/rkU)].  (1)
k=1

Here, Q (A) is a background constant, and Ck (A) and r(A)
are the amplitude at / - 0 and the fluorescence lifetime, re-

spectively, for the k component. The fitting function was

convoluted with the time profile of the detection system,

which was estimated by measuring the decay curve for the

He(3/> lp0-2s lS) line at 501.6 nm.13 After subtraction of

the background constant, the observed decay curves丘om

fragments were fitted by using six parameters for amplitude

and lifetime. Twice the standard deviations of the fitting pa-

rameters given by the fitting routine were adopted as the

errors of the parameters.

C. Measurements of emission cross sections

When the丘agments produced by the electrons of the

energy E emit the photons of the wavelength A, the photon

count rate R(A,E) is given by

R(A,E) - nT-I{E)/e-aU,E) -eU) -f{A,E),　(2)

where nT is the density of the target molecules, I{E) is the

electron-beam current, and a(A,E) and e(A) designate the

ECS and the quantum efficiency of the photon-detection sys-

tem, respectively, at the wavelength A. The geometrical fac-

torf(A,E) is defined as the ratio of the photon flux intro-

duced to the entrance slit of monochromator to the total

photon飢ix produced by the electron-molecule collision.

This factor includes effects due to the anisotropy of fluores-
cence.

In the ECS measurement, a determination of the abso-

lute values may include several sources of uncertainty; the

major origins reported in the literature1 5 are a determination

of the target gas density n T and the absolute sensitivity of the

photon-detection system e(A) -f(A,E). Nevertheless, for

conventional measurements言t is possible to avoid determi-

nations of these absolute values if there is an appropriate

standard of which ECS is known with su抗cient accuracy.

The systematic uncertainties that may be included in each

absolute value are canceled by applying the conventional

measurements to both the target and the standard. Thus,

ECSs of the target molecule are obtained accurately.

Helium or N2 is very suitable for the standard gas of this

kind of experiment. Although the uncertainty of the ECS

values of He neutral lines has reached about 5% in the care-

fully organized experiment, these He lines are relatively

weak. In the present study, ECSs of the radiative fragments

from BC13 have been evaluated on the basis of the ECS value

oftheO-ObandoftheN2+ (B2∑　-X ∑ ) transitionat 100

eV, (1.74±0.17)×10　　cm The ECS of the

N2 (B-X) band from N2 gas was measured separately be-

fore and after the measurements for the fragments from

BC13 gas. Thus, Eq. (2) is applied to both the N+ (B-X)

band and a fragment emission. When each ECS is integrated
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over A, the ECS of the fragment emission

<T{E) - Ja{X,E)dX is given by the following ratio:

aB(E) =aN{E)一色Iyi聖
/ォ(｣)

JRUB,E)/[eUB ) -faB,E) ]cttB

JR(AN,E)/[eUN) -fUN,E) ]dAN
(3)

where the subscripts B and N. denote BC13 and N2, respec-

tively, and aN means the ECS of the 0-0 band of the

N2+ (B-X) transition.

( /) The geometricalfactorf(/i,E). Although the form of

the light-emitting volume almost coincides with the form of

the electron beam, the light-emitting volume expands slight-

ly because of the translational motion of the fragments with

finite lifetimes of the radiative states. The viewing angle of

the monochromator was su瓜ciently large to capture the

whole collision volume, and then the escape of N2 and the

fragments from the viewing region is negligible as discussed

in Sec. II B.

The polarization of the N2+ (B 21 +-X22 + ) band has

been found tobe less than 5% up to 3 keV.16 No polarization

of the BCl(^ xJl-X ll + ) band has been confirmed by laser-

induced fluorescence.5 The polarization of the B ( 3s 2S- p )

line is theoretically zero, whereas the polarization of the

B(2s2p2 2D一蝣P ) line is not known. Nevertheless, polariza-

tion effects for emissions from fragments of polyatomic mol-

ecules are known to be negligibly small. Thus, any effects

due to the anisotropy of fluorescence are neglected.

Consequently, the ratio of the geometrical factorfB /fN

is assumed to be unity for all the emissions. The uncertainty

for this assumption is estimated to be O%-5%.

(k) The relative quantum efficiency e(A). In the ECS

measurement, the photon-detection system consists of two

quartz lenses, a monochromator (Ritsu CT-30N) , a photo-

multiplier (Hamamatsu R585 ) , and photon counting elec-

tronics (Hamamatsu C1230).

The relative sensitivity of the total photon-detection sys-

tem was calibrated with a deuterium lamp in the 1 90-3 50 nm

region and with a halogen lamp in the 250-600 nm region;

the two curves for calibration are connected at 300 nm. The

uncertainty of the relative sensitivity is estimated to be about

5% for 205-240 nm, 4% for 240-323 nm, and 3% for 323-

600 nm. The estimations of these uncertainties are based on

the reproducibility through repeated measurements.

(///') The ratio of the target gas density. The target gas

was introduced into the collision chamber via the MCA.

Under conditions of molecular flow in the capillary, the

pressure in the gas reservoir is directly related to the flow

rate. At these low pressures, data aquisition, however, will

be significantly affected by low counting rates and long accu-

mulation times. In the present experiment, the ECSs were

measured at higher pressures, where collisions affect the spa-

tial distribution of target flow. Moreover, under these condi-

tions, the relative target density at the collision region can-

not be expressed by a simple relation of the pressure at gas

reservoir.

The change in the spatial distribution of the target beam

at the collision region may cause a serious error. Thus, the

(b)
メ

▼/ ＼

●

N2
＼

BCL
/

詛/

1　　2　　3　　▲　　5

P(Pa)

FIG. 2. (a) DensityprofilesofN2 (・) andBCl3 (O) alongthelineperpen-

dicular to the electron-beam axis and 7 mm downstream from the MCA tip

measured at P - 2.6 Pa: the curves represent the best-fitted functions of a

Lorentztype. (b) Pressure dependence of the parameters h forN2 (・) and

BC13 (○) and b forN2 (l) and BC13 (◇): the fitting function for h is

h∞P/(A +P),whereh∞ meansthehvalueatP- oo.

spatial density distribution of the gas beam was measured in

order to confirm that the region of uniform density was

much larger than the geometrical cross section of the elec-

tron beam ( ^3 mm diameter). The density profiles of the

N2 and BC13 beams were monitored by observing the emis-

sion intensities of the N2+ (B-X) band and the B(2D-2p-)

line, respectively. The position of the MCA was varied for

both sides with respect to the center of the electron beam.

Figure 2(a) shows typical profiles ofN2 and BC13 beams at

a gas pressure (P) of2.6 Pa measured by MKS Baratron: the

photon counting rate normalized at the peak vs the distance

(d) from the electron-beam center. It can be found that the

density of the molecular beam is nearly uniform at the coin-

sion region, ¥d | < 1.5 mm in Fig. 2(a), and that the profile of

the lighter molecule is broader. These profiles, which should

be represented by a convolution of the molecular-beam dis-

tribution with that of the electron beam, were fitted with a

Lorentz-type function h /( 1 + b・d2), where h and b are ad-

justable parameters. Applying the Lorentz function to the

beam profiles, the ratio of the particle density at the collision

region (peak) relative to the total flow is represented by

yfb /ir. The pressure dependences of the parameters h and b

are also displayed in Fig. 2(b).

The width parameters b for both N2 and BC13 were

nearly independent of the pressure. Figure 2 (b) shows that

the parameter h, which should be related to the photon
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counting rate normalized by the target density R /n, depends

on the pressure p. This dependence leads to the result that

the target density at the collision region cannot be expressed

by a simple relation of the pressure P measured by the MKS
Baratron. On the assumption that the condition of the mo-

lecular flow is realized at the top of the MCA, the rate equa-

tions for the gas flow result in the following relation between

the target density and the pressure p:

融V(A+P), A-義(笠　(4)
where r and /represent the radius and length, respectively, of

the gas introducing line; S means the effective cross section

of the MCA; and 77 and M are the viscosity and molecular
weight, respectively, of the target gas.

In the present measurement, the parameter^ was deter-

mined by the pressure dependence of the h parameter, which

is shown in Fig. 2(b). Thus, the ratio ofnB/nN is represent-

edby

nN_番(AB+PB)　P2
1　　　　　　　　　　　　　-　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　_　　　　　　　　　　　　I

nB　番　　P忘　　uN+PN)
(5)

The uncertainty of the relative gas density thus evaluat-

ed is estimated to be 10%.

For the measurement of the emission thresholds for the

radiative fragments from BC13 , the energy scale of the inci-

dent electrons was calibrated against the onset ( 1 1.03 eV) of

the N2(C3U-B3IT) band and the onset (18.75 eV) of the

N2(i? ∑ -X'∑ ) band which were produced from N2

mixed in BC13 gas.18 We found that the exposure of the

electron gun and the Faraday cup to the corrosive BC13,

even at low pressures in the mPa range, causes rapid drifts in

the contact potential. Thus, the onsets of the N2 and N24

bands were checked frequently during the measurement.

日. RESULTS AND DISCUSS】ON

A. Emission spectra from fragments

Figure 3 shows the emission spectra resulting from dis-

sociative excitation ofBC13. Atomiclines (B, B + , Cl, Cl + ),

the BCl(A Iu-1∑ ) band, and continuous bands were ob-

served. The tables of Zaidel, Prokofev, and Raiskii19 have

been used for the assignment of the various atomic lines. The

peaks at　209　and　250　nm are assigned to the

B(2s2/;2 2D-2p 2p-) and B(3s 2S-2p 2p-) lines, respective-

ly.　The band at　272　nm is the well-known

BC¥(A Iu-1∑ ) system.1-3

The spectrum observed at the impact energy of 17 eV

shows clearly continuous emissions in the 230-380 nm re-

gion with a maximum at 305 nm and in the 400-580 nm

region with a maximum at 5(力nm, which are very similar to

the C and A bands, respectively, observed by Suto et aV

Moreover, a broad band at 350 nm is distinct from the con-

tmuous emission. This is confirmed by the dependence of

their profiles on the impact energy. The 350 nm band seems

to be the same as the B band observed by Suto et al9 Hence,

we designate the three bands as the A, B, and C bands in

accordance with them. The A band has been assigned as the

BClf emission. Dessaux, Goudmand, and Pannetier8 have

FIG. 3. Emission spectra ofBC13 measured at electron energies of (a) 70

and (b) 17 eV with the 1.2 nm FWHM resolution with gas pressure of20 Pa

and beam current of60^A; the peaks indicated by the solid circles represent

the emission from the impurity HCl. The variation of the optical sensitivity

with the wavelength is not corrected.

observed the chemiluminescence spectrum from the reac-

tion ofH + BC13, which is assigned as two BClf emissions.

On the basis of the spectral similarity between the B and C

bands and the chemiluminescence specta, the B and C bands

have been also assigned as the BClf transitions. The Cband

seems to be different from the emission in the 190-320 nm

region observed by the electron impact of BC13.10 The as-

signments for the ,4 and Cbands have been confirmed by the

measurement of their emission thresholds, which will be de-

scribed in Sec. Ill B. Vibrational structures of the B and C

bands were assigned tentatively,8 whereas no information

on their electronic states have been reported yet.●

The emission intensities of the B(2D-2p-) and

B(2S-2p -) lines, the BCl (A-X) band, and BClf emissions at

330 and 468 nm were found to increase linearly with both the

gas pressure in the 1.0-6.6 Pa range and the electron-beam

current in the 1-70//A range. This indicates that the excited

states of B, BCl, and BC12 are produced via single collisions
of parent molecules with electrons.

In Fig. 3, the line emission at 486 nm indicated by the

solid circle is most likely the hydrogen Balmer-/? line due to

the impurity HCl, which could be produced by the reaction

ofBC13 with water adsorped on the wall of the gas handling

system. Moreover, the peaks in the 300-340 nm region indi-

cated by solid circles are assigned to the

HCl + 04 22 +-X2II) band.20 The amount ofHCl impurity

was estimated to be less than 5% by comparing the emission

intensity of the 486 nm peak with the ECS of the hydrogen
Balmer-｣ line from HCl.21

B. Emission cross sections of fragments

Table I lists the ECSs of the B(2Z>-2p-) line at 209 nm,

the B(2S-2p-) line at 250 nm, and the BCl(A-X) band at

272 nm obtained at an incident electron energy of 100 eV.

The ECS of the BCl(A-X) band represents the integrated
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TABLE I. Emission cross sections { a) offragments produced from BC13 at

lOOeV.

1a q

Transition　　　　　　　　　　(nm)　　( 10 - 18 cm2)

B(2s2p2 2D-2p 2p-)　　　　　　208.9　　　　4.9 ± 1･O

B(3s2S-2p 2p-)　　　　　　　249.7　　　　4.5 + 0.7

BCIM 'n-X12+)b　　　　　　　271.5　　　1.9+0.3

The spectral band pass is 1.2 nm FWHM.

1 Spectroscopically unresolved 04, 1-1 and 2-2 bands.

vibrational bands of the Ay - 0 sequence. Figure 4 plots the

ECSs of the B(2Z>-2p) and B(2S-2p) lines and the BCl(A-

X) band against the incident electron energy. The ECSs of

boron lines show very similar features: a first maximum

around 27 eV, the second rise near 34 eV to reach an overall

broad maximum around 80 eV. The maximum ECSs of the

B(2D-2p) and B(2S-2p) lines are　5.0±1.0　and

(4.7 ±0.7)×10-　　　respectively. The ECS of the

BCl(A-X) band rises to a first maximum around 23 eV and

then rises again near 27 eV to reach its overall maximum

around　41 eV. The maximum ECS at　41 eV is

(2.6 ± 0.4) × 10-18 cm2, which is slightly larger than the

value of (2.3 + 0.4)X 10"18 cm2 measured by Jabbour,

Mortus, and Becker. 1 1 No attempt was made to measure the

absolute ECSs of the BCl? emissions because of their broad

features and overlapping with a number of atomic lines.

Excitation spectra of the radiative fragments near their

thresholds were measured at 208.9, 249.6, 271.5, 318-333,

and 467.4 nm with the 1.2 nm FWHM resolution. Figure 5
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FIG. 4. The ECSs of the B(2D-2p) line at 209 nm ( + ), the B(2S-2p) line

at 250 nm (・), and the BCl(A-X) band (○) vs the incident electronener-

gy･
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shows the excitation spectra near the onsets measured at

209, 250, 272, and 330 nm; the observed onset is indicated by

a vertical line.

Table II lists the dissociation processes leading to for-

mation of B(2s2p2 2D), B(3s2S), B(3p 2p-), BC¥(A 'll),

and BClぎnear their thresholds. The observed onsets are

compared with the thresholds calculated by using the enth-

alpies of formation for the parent and related fragments22,23

and the electronic energies of the excited states. 13'18 No elec-

tronic state has been assigned yet for BC12. Hence, the pho-

ton energies at the center of the BCl‡ emissions were used for

the excitation energies of the emitting states.

The onsets measured at 208.9 nm from B(2s2p2 2D) are

evaluated to be 17.7 + 0.2 and 20.2ア0.5 eV. These values

are in good agreement with the calculated thresholds for

reactions (3) and (4), respectively, forming B( D). On the

other hand, the onsets for the B(3s 2S) state obtained at

249.6 nm are 17.7 ±0.4 and 19.7 ± 0.3 eV, which are con-

siderably higher than the calculated thresholds for reactions

( 1 ) and ( 2) , respectively. Nevertheless, the observed onsets

agree well with the thresholds calculated for reactions ( 5 )

and (6), respectively, forming B(3/? 2p-). This indicates

that the B(3.s2S) state is produced via cascading of the

B(?>p 2pO-^ 3s 2S) transition. This conclusion is consistent

with the result obtained from the且uorescence decaying

curve of the B(3s 2S-2p 2p) line, which will be discussed in

Sec. Ill C. The third onset around 33 eV observed from both

boron lines is probably attributed to the reactions

FIG. 5. The excitation functions of the fragments near their thresholds mea-

suredat (a) 209 nm, (b) 250nm, (c) 272nm, and (d) 330nm. Thevertical

line indicates the observed onset.
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TABLE II. Dissociation processes of BC13 and their thresholds.

AH (eV)

Dissociation8
Obs.b Other data

(1) BC13-B(3s2S) +C12 +Cl

(2) BC13 -サB(3*2,S) + 3Cl

(3) BC13 -B(2s2^2D) + Cl2 + Cl
<4) BCl3 -.B(24r 22)) + 3Cl

(5) BC13-B(2*2/2D) +Cl2 + Cl

(6) BC13 -B(2.y2/?2 2JD) + 2Cl + Cl+

(7) BC13-+B(3p2P-) +CL +Cl

(8) BC13 -B(3/>2p-) + 3Cl

(9) BCl,-B(3/>2p-) +C12 +Cl十
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17.7+0.4

19.7 +0.3

30-34

(10) BC13 -B(3/>2p-) + 2Cl + Cl+　　　　　　32.79

(ll) BC13-BCl^ 'ID +Cl,　　　　　　　10.50

(12) BCl3-BCl(^ 1n) + 2Cl　　　　　　　12.92　　　13.9+0.5

(13) BCl3 -*BCIG4 1ri) + Cl + Cl+　　　　　　25.95　　　　25-29

(14) BC13 -BCl*(468 nm) + Cl　　　　　　6.75d　　　　7.0 + 0.6

(15) BC13 -BC12*(33O nm) + Cl　　　　　　8.9Od　　　　9.4 + 0.4

14.0± 1.5-

26+2.5c

7AT

9.8Oe

Fragments without the electronic state represent their ground states.
Uncertainties mean twice the standard deviation.

C王Iectron impact (Ref. 1 1 ).

The lower limit based on the assumption that the lower state of the emission is the ground state.

Thotodissociation using synchrotron radiation (Ref. 9 ).

BCL-B*+C12 +Cl+ and/or BC13ーB*+2Cl+Cl+
as shown in Table II.

Theonsetsat 271.5 nmare evaluatedtobe9.4 + 0.4and

13.9 ± 0.5 eV. The 13.9 eVonsetis ascribed toreaction ( 12)

forming BCl(^4 ), whereas the onset at 9.4 eV is considerably

lower than the calculated threshold for reaction ( 1 1 ). This

onset, however, coincides with the value measured at 330

nm. Thus, we have concluded that the銅eV onset is origin-
ated in the Cband overlapped at 272 nm and that reaction

( 1 1 ) does not occur; in this connection, the ECSs in Table I

and Fig. 4 are corrected for the overlapping C band. The

second onset around 28 eV is mainly attributed to reaction

( 13), which has been mentioned by Jabbour, Martus, and

Becker. The BCl(A) seems to be mainly produced via re-

actions ( 12) and ( 13). Theratioofreaction ( 12) toreaction

( 13) is estimated to be 1:3 at higher energies.

The onsets observed for theA and Cbands are 7.0 + 0.6

and 9.4ア0.4 eV, respectively, which agree well with each

calculated threshold. This indicates that the upper state of

theA band is lower than that of the Cband and that the lower

state for both bands is the ground state. The observed onsets

agree well with the values obtained by photolysis of BC13
using synchrotron radiation. 9

C. Radiative lifetimes ｡f some fragments

Radiative lifetimes of several fragments have been mea-

sured at 209, 250, 272, and 300-342 nm. Almost all data are

obtained at an impact energy of 100 eV because of the signal-

to-noice ratio. Figure 6 shows typical time-dependent pro-

three decaying components. Table III lists飢aorescence life-

times and magnitudes of three decaying components ob-

tamed for the same丘agments; the magnitude means the rel-

ative photon count rate for each component. For BClf, the

filesofthedelayedcoincidencecurveforboronato-iclines,Typicaldecaycurvesobserved

frn�"nrvTl,^,_i.._j..resolution:(a)at209nm,(b)at250nm竿tlOOeVwiththe3n-FWHM
Threelinesrepresentthelifetime
fromBC13.ThesecurvesareanalyzedasasuperpositionofZZJJuZZJJZJJL
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TABLE III. Radiative lifetimes and their magnitudes for decay curves measured at l㈱ eV･

Magnitude

(nm)　　Transition Component (%)　　t" (ns)　　　　Assignment

209　　　　B ( 2s2p 2D-2p-)

250　　　　B(3s 2S-2p-)

272　　　　BCHA Iu-x]2+ )

300-342　　BClf
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68　　　　　　56+4

17　　　　　134+30

16　　　　　　640+ 150

55　　　　　　22.4+ 2

20　　　　　100 ± 70

20　　　　　1200 + 300

6-11　　　　23.7 + 3

6-10　　　　110+ 70

83-86　　　1650 + 200

B(2s2/>2 2D)

cascading

cascadin g

B(3p 2p-), cascading

BCl(メ 】Il)

aThe band pass is 3 nm FWHM.
bThe uncertainties mean twice the standard deviation.

presented values are an average of the lifetimes measured in

the 300-342 nm region since the observed lifetimes did not

apparently depend on the wavelength.

Three lifetimes obtained at 209 nm were 27.5 + 5,

130 + 25,and760 + 150ns.Thefastestvalueof27.5 + 5ns

is in reasonable agreement with the published lifetime of the

B(2s2p 2D) state, 20 ns.13 The slower components, which

are considerably weaker than the fastest component, are at-

tributable to cascading from upper states such as the np 2p

and nf2F- states from the Grotrian diagram ofboron. We

did not observe these cascadings since they seem to appear at

the region longer than 600 nm.

The decay curve obtained at 250 nm was represented by

superposition of three components with lifetimes of 56 ± 4,

134 ± 30, and 640 + 150ns. Thelifetime of56 ns, however,

is remarkably longer than the lifetime of 3.6 ns for the

B(3s 2S) state. Component I is probably ascribed to cas-

cading to the B(3s2S) state from the BO/?2?0) state, of
which lifetime is 50 ns. Since no faster lifetime than 50 ns

was observed at 250 nm, it is concluded that the B(3s S)

state is not produced directly. This conclusion is consistent

with the results of the excitation function as discussed in Sec.

Ill B. Components I and II, which are considerably weaker

than the fastest component, are attributable to either cascad-

ing from upper boron states or the tail of the C band over-

lapped.

The lifetime of component I, 22.4 ± 2 ns, obtained at

272 nm is in good agreement with the values 19.1 + 2.0 ns

obtained by the phase-shift methodlO and 18.8ア0.4 ns ob-

tained by LIF of BCl produced by multiphoton dissociation

ofBC13. Component III with the lifetime of 1200 ± 300 ns

is probably attributed to the overlapping C band since the

BCl(^-X) emission produced by electron impact of 200 e v

is cascade-free.

The decay curves measured m the 300-342 nm region

were analyzed as a superposition of three components with

the lifetimes of 23.7±3, 110±70, and 1650±200 ns.

These values did not depend on the wavelength. Component

Ill with the lifetime of 1.65 jus is the main component and is

attributed to the C band. Components I and II, which are

8895

remarkably weaker than the main component, nearly disap-

pear in the measurement at an incident electron energy of 30

eV. The lifetimes of components I and II are far shorter than

the lifetime (2.6 /zs)13 of the HCl+(A ∑+-X2U) band

produced from impurity HCl. Thus, the faster components

are probably affected by overlapping with Cl and Cl + atom-

iclines.

We did not measure the lifetime for the A band in the

400-580 nm region since stray photons from the tungsten

filament become a serious problem. The reported lifetimes of

the,4 band in the 440-660 nm region are 4.7-19.8//s, which

depend on the wavelength.9 The lifetime obtained for the C

band is considerably shorter than the value for the A band.

IV. SUMMARY

The light emissions from radiative fragments produced

by low-energy electron impact on BC13 have been studied.

In the formation of the boron atom, the onset and life-

time measured at 209 nm agree well with the calculated

threshold and the lifetime for the B(2s2p2 2D) state, while

the onset and lifetime measured at 250 nm are inconsistent

with the calculated threshold and lifetime for the B(3s S)

state. The values measured at 250 nm, however, agree well

with the threshold and lifetime for the B(3p 2p-) state. It is

concluded that the B(3s 2S) state is produced by cascading

via the B ( 3p 2p-) state. Taking account of the magnitudes of

component I in the corresponding decay curves, the forma-

tioncross sections for B(2s2p2 2D) and B(3/> 2p-) are evalu-

ated to be 2.4±0.6 and (3.0±0.5)×　　　cm , respec-

tively, at 100 eV. These boron states are produced by two

reactions BCL -B* + Cl2 + Cl and BC13 -B* + 3Cl be-

low 34 eV, while the reactions in which simultaneously a

Cl + ion is produced become predominant above 40 ev.

From the observed onset forming BCl(A U), the pro-

cess BCL -BCl(^) + 2Cl is main near its threshold, while

theprocess BC13 -BC¥(A) + Cl + Cl+ seems to be domi-

nant above 28 ev.

For the BClf emission, it is concluded that the lower

state for the A and Cbands is the ground state. The lifetime

J. Chem. Phys.,Vol.96, No. 12, 15June 1992
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measured for the C band is remarkably shorter than the val-

ue for the A band observed by Suto et al:
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